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ll good consulting is based on a desire to help

clients achieve their goals. Essential to em-

powering clients are the beliefs that ultimate

responsibility for client success rests with the

client, and that the likelihood of success in-

creases when the client makes free and in-

formed commitments based on valid data. All

good consulting emphasizes the importance

of building trust with the client, frequently as

a collaborator, to help in this process. Finally,

good consulting values the goals of the con-

sultant as well as those of the client. In order

to serve the client effectively, the consultant

must be able to accomplish certain of his or

her own results as well in the process.

The rise of uncertainty and inter-

dependency in all sectors of society affects

consultants and clients alike. Notwithstand-

ing the premises above, which still hold true,

the methods of successful consulting are

changing. New approaches must take future

uncertainty and present complexity into ac-

count. The purpose of this article is to point

the way toward an organization-consulting

approach that better meets the demands of

our time.

taditional consulting is motivated

by managers'desires to solve problems. Com-

petition, declining sales, low productivity,

tight time frames for product innovation,

poor quality or service, high stress, and low

morale are among the most difficult problems

managers now face. The usual responses by

consultants to managers' requests have been

. either to analyze the problem and present so-

lutions (the expert approach honed by McKin-

sey and Company) or to structure a col-

laborative problem-solving process to help

clients arrive at their own solutions (excel-

lently described by Peter Block).

Both approaches remain in heavy

demand, but neither fully satisfies the client.

Like the mythological hydra that grows two

heads for every one cut off, the solutions we

develop are often rapidly overwhelmed by a

plethora of new problems. The client gets

closer to the customer only to have the mar-

ket disappear, becomes more fiscally respon-
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sible at the expense of creativity, and grows

more creative at the expense of timely prod-

uct introductions. Many managers feel that

they are running faster and working harder

than ever before, and not getting results that

match their efforts. Can managers increase

their effectiveness with the same or less effort

than in the past? Can consultants devise and

deliver an approach that enables clients to

achieve this result?

A martial arts exercise points to the

answer. (I am indebted to Innovation Associ-

ates for introducing this exercise to organiza-

tions.) An individual is asked to resist hav-

ing his or her arm bent by another person of

greater or equal strength. Under these direc-

tions the arrn can usually be bent. The indi-

vidual is then requested to imagine his or her

arm as a steel rod before the other person tries

to bend it. The arm almost always remains

straight on the second attempt, despite the in-

creased effort of the other person, and even

the assistance of a third person, to bend it.

Moreover, the individual now reports greater

ease in keeping his or her arm straight.

Better results. Less effort. The key

lies in what the individual trying to keep the

arm straight focuses on. In the second case, he

or she focuses on the desired result (the steel

rod being a symbolic image of a straight arm).

In the first case, the individual is trying to

achieve contradictory aims: keeping his or

her arm straight and resistinghaving it bent.

This focus actually reduces the individual's

effectiveness because it is based on a hidden

belief that the arm can indeed be bent (other-

wise, why try to resist?).

LrannrNc ro Focus or Rrsurrs

Focus on the result. This is one of the basic te-

nets of management practice. So why isnt it

working? In part, the principle doesnt work

because in practice managers and consultants

dont follow it. They focus on problems, not

on results. They are like people who resist

having an arm bent because they fear that it

will be. Moreover, the results we once envi-

sioned, framed in a clear picture of the future

drawn from sound forecasts, have become in-

creasingly unpredictable. less able to focus

on what we think will happen, our best alter-

native is to consider what we want to create.

Focus on what you truly want to

create. This is the basis for effective managing

and consulting in today's world. The recent

ernphasis on organization purpose, vision,

and mission follows this new direction. It ac-

complishes three important results. First,

when people focus on what they really want,

they tend to relax preconceived limitations

and achieve more than they think is possible.

As an example, Fred Jervis, founder of the

Center for Constructive Change, related the

case of two luxury hotels, serving the same

market, that wanted to improve their repeat

business, which was 57o. He asked the man-

agers of one hotel to choose a goal that

seemed realistic for the problem at hand.

They indicated that a77o return rate would

be a realistic increase and subsequently

achieved that rate. He asked the managers of

the other hotel to set an ideal return rate goal;

they envisioned a 55Vo return rate and subse-

quently achieved 427o1

Second, purpose and vision enable

an organization to develop a long-term per-

spective within which to determine and real-

ize short-term goals. For example, a small

pharmaceutical company had successfully in-

troduced a new product, only to be forced to

sell the product to a larger competitor when

falling prices preempted it from marketing

the product directly. From a short-term per-

spective, the management team members be-

lieved they had failed to achieve their goal of

marketing a new product. But after they clari-

fied for themselves their larger purpose -

profitably contributing to people's health-

they realized they had succeeded. They had

profitably leveraged a larger company to get50



the result for them. In another situation we

know too well, the japanese have achieved

remarkable long-term gains in U.S. markets

by being willing to absorb short-term losses.

Third, a focus on purPose and vi-

sion provides meaning and renews motiva-

tion. In a comprehensive study of changing

American values, Daniel Yankelovich reports

a grassroots shift from an "instrumental" to a

"sacred" world view, that is, to one in which

striving for higher ideals is very important.

Companies have the potential to capitalize on

this shift by identifying and addressing pur-

poses that embody employees' strivings for

excellence, creativity, and service. In addition

to providing the basis for a strong organiza-

tion culture and strategy, a worthy organiza-

tional purpose inspires people beyond the ups

and downs of daily existence (Exhibit 1).

But what about the Problems?',lA/e

still have to solve the problems," you might

say. Indeed, as a consultant, you are called

in and paid to solve organization problems.

There is no need to worry: Along the way to-

ward achieving a purpose, there are plenty

of problems to solve. The point is to solve

them in a new context. Frequently, problems

can be reframed to become iust one part of

the current situation when other, equally im-

portant elements include what is positive about

the present and what has worked in the past.

Sometimes, the initial problem is expanded to

incorporate all the problems to which it is

connected. Such an analysis can illuminate

the root cause of an identified problem and

Iead to a qualitative systemwide improve-

ment in performance. At other times, the

problem simply disappears because it be-

comes insignificant in light of what people

truly want to create. For example, questions

about how to deal with poor-quality prod-

ucts tend to disappear after a company be-

comes committed to 70O7o product quality.

The remainder of this article out-

lines the basic steps of what we shall call pur-

poseful consulting. It presents not only the

step-by-step activities included in the process,

but also the assumptions and goals that un-

derlie the approach. Purposeful consulting is

contrasted with the more common problem-

solving approach to clarify further the differ-

ences between them, and, finally, lest this

new approach appear too finite and mechani-

cal, a final section indicates the art involved

in executing it.

Tnr FouNoauoN oF Punposrrur CoNsurrrNc

The basic structure of purposeful consulting

is based on Robert Fritz's concept of creative
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khibit 1

SusrerrrNc lowc jlEnv Morrverrow

A

Achieving goals or solving problems without purpose (A) frequently produces elation (crests)
followed by depression (troughs) until the next goal is identified and reached or the next problem
is detined and solved.

Purpose/Vision

Accomplishing goals or solving problems within the context of realizing a higher purpose (B) is
less subject to emotional fluctuation. Each accomplishment or solution provides greater fulfill-
ment from further realization of the purpose.

tension. The consultant establishes a tension

between the client's actual situation (current

reality) and what the client wants to create

(vision). This tension naturally seeks resolu-

tion and provides vital energy for the creative

process. It will be resolved in favor of the vi-

sion as long as the client (1) deeply wants to

reach and persists in holding the vision, (2)

sees the vision as if it were happening right

now, (3) clearly understands current reality,

and (4) accepts the discomfort (emotional

tension) that may arise if the gulf between the

vision and reality is difficult to bridge. The

consultant's job is to ensure that these condi-

tions are met. This involves helping the client

not only to clarify his or her understanding

of the present and vision of the desired fu-

ture, but also to bridge the gap between them.

In other words, purposeful consulting places

the present in opposition to a desired future.

taditional consulting, by contrast, derives

goals for the future from an undesirable pres-

ent situation.

Several assumptions support a con-

sultant in effectively applying this structure.

First, the consultant assumes that the client is

whole and healthy, and views the consulting

work as a process of enabling the client to

recognize that he or she is whole. Wholeness

is defined here as the actualization of one's

full potential. Clients perceived in this way

appreciate the consultantb belief in them and

tend to live up to it. Clients'problems fre-

quently stem from their beliefs that they are

not whole. In such a case, short-term solu-

tions to specific problems do not alter their

basic self-image, and new problems continue

to develop.

A related assumption of purposeful

consulting is that the organization is a vehicle

for reaching a worthwhile purpose. Instead

of simply providing a means of attaining eco-52



nomic and social rewards, organizations exist

to enable clients to accomplish noble ends

they could not achieve individually. When

they learn to view the organization this way,

clients begin to imbue their work with mean-

ing and energy, and to challenge themselves

consciously to strive for excellence, creativ-

ity, and the highest quality of service possible.

A third assumption is that people

must be aligned around a purpose if they

are to achieve it. This alignment is first per-

sonal and subsequently organLational. At

the individual level, people must become

aware of what they truly care about and want

to create. The commitment to act on this

awareness is the basis for personal motivation

and the source of effective leadership. People

then commit themselves to the organization

when they see that what the organization

stands for collectively, they stand for individ-

ually. Furtherrnore, clarity about what the

organization stands for (its purpose) makes it

an effective competitor (contributor) in the

environment. The story of Apple Computer

illustrates the various levels of alignment re-

quired for success. Steve Jobs's vision of the

value of personal computers sparked the

growth of a company peopled by employees

intensely committed to the same vision. fobs's
subsequent refinement of the vision to distin-

guish home and educational applications se-

verely threatened the future of the company.

Efforts to eliminate this distinction (includ-

ing, in this case, the departure of Jobs) have

helped restore Apple's competitive edge.

A fourth assumption is that achiev-

ing an organizational purpose requires valid

data. The organization must be clear about

both what it wants to create and what its cur-

rent condition is. Although such assessments

evolve over time, clients must be keenly

aware at any point in time of both the present

and desired future states. The continuous

contrast between these images provides the

creative tension vital to success. Many clients

understand theircurrent situation but are un-

sure about a vision for the future (a common

problem in business organizations). Others

know what they want but misunderstand or

deny their present circumstances (a stumbling

block in many volunteer organizations). Still

others fail to appreciate either state.

A fifth assumption is that effective

implementation (bridging the gap between

vision and current reality) requires sound or-

ganization design. The structure of an organi-

zation must enable people effectively to

translate their energies into collective results.

The various components of the structure
(e.g., goals and rewards) must be internally

consistent and congruent with the purpose of

the organization. It must function as an in-

tegrated whole. Most organizations do not

exhibit such unity, because their elements

have been developed independently by vari-

ous experts in response to different demands

over time. Consequently, comprehensive or-

ganization redesign is a critical component in

the consulting process.

A sixth assumption is that effective

implementation requires individuals who are

capable of achieving the results they seek

with an economy of effort. This involves

talent, training to develop that talent, iob-re-
lated challenges to exercise it, and the free-

dom to make mistakes within given param-

eters. An effective organization design also

stimulates personal achievement.

A final assumption is that achieving

a purpose requires learning and renewal. Al-

though purpose is a powerful orienting and

motivating force, it usually takes time to ap-

prehend fully. Recognizing what one wants,

learning to work toward it, testing to see if

what one has accomplished is what one truly

wants, and identifying deeper wishes are all 53



part of an ongoing process. The process is em-

powering because clients experience the pro-

cess of shaping their own destinies. It is crea-

tive because it produces results. It is also

gradual because, as one philosopher noted,

time exists so that not everything happens at

once."

Tp"apmoxer ewo Punrosrrut CoNsutttttc:

Two Roaps Towano CneNcr

To help us compare purposeful and tradi-

tional consulting, let us examine sorne differ-

ences in the assumptions underlying the two

approaches. Both approaches require valid

data. But because the traditional consultant

concentrates on solving specific problems, he

or she defines valid data primarily as what

is happening in the organization right now,

with an emphasis on what isnt working. The

purposeful consultant expands the meaning

of valid data to include what is working now

and, more important, what is desired for the

future. Similarly, both consultants recognize

that effective implementation requires inter-

nal commitment. In traditional consulting,

internal commitment is assumed to come pri-

marily from reducing people's resistance to

change. By contrast, purposeful consulting

seeks to fuel the desire for change (by de-

veloping organizational and personal com-

mitment to a purpose), as well as to reduce

the resistance to change.

Purposeful consulting also expands

the affective or feeling states addressed. A

renewed emphasis is placed on the clients're-

sponsibility (hence power) to create what

they truly want. This extends the traditional

responsibility clients are assumed to have for

their existing problems. Purposeful consult-

ing focuses on the clients'inner nature (their

unique character and value to society), rather

than on simply their feelings. Emotional states

(typically negative ones such as fear, discom-

fort, apathy, and anger) are still treated as

valid data. However, they are more useful in

helping clients let go of an old situation than

in creating a new one. The creative process

can be filled with temporary setbacks that are

best met by acknowledging but not surren-

dering to the frustration they evoke.

Finally, personal consulting further

empowers consultants themselves by stimu-

lating them to clarify their own higher pur-

poses or visions. As they expand their own

definitions of excellence or service, consul-

tants ar€ able to assist their clients in ways

they might not have risked or considered

otherwise.

The goals of purposeful consulting

are also different in important ways from

those of traditional consulting. One major

goal of purposeful consulting is enabling

clients to take the first step toward reaching

their purpose. This usually includes but goes

beyond the traditional intention of helping

clients solve existing problems or achieve

stated goals. The purposeful approach estab-

lishes a longer-term perspective and a more

meaningful (hence stronger) foundation for

action (see Exhibit 1). Another goal is to help

clients learn to work toward their purpose

over time. This means teaching them about

the creative process through the consulting

relationship.

The purposeful consultant is a

coach, a co-navigator, and a practical ideal-

ist. He or she acts as a coach by understand-

ing the creative process and structuring ap-

proaches that help clients learn this process.

The consultant is a co-navigator in choosing

to make the client's vision part of his or her

own, and collaborating with the client to

achieve it. Finally, he or she is what Gandhi

called a'practical idealist." The purposeful

consultant encourages clients first to distin-

guish between what they want and what they

think is possible, and then to focus on what

they want without ever losing sight of what54



Eihibit 2

Conrnesrrr.rc Four.loarrorqs or Punposprur exo TittprrroNer CoNsurrrrvc

Purposeful Consulting

Assumptions

The client is whole and well.

Organizations are a vehicle

for achieving human purpose.

Alignment around what people

truly want is an important

condition for internal

commitment.

Achieving a purpose

requires valid data about the

purpose or vision and current

reality. Understanding goals

and problems is necessary but

not sufficient.

Both organization design and

personal development are crit-

ical to organization success.

Achieving a purpose requires

learning and renewal.

Affectioe Areas Addressed

Client responsibility for

creating a desired future.

The client's essential nature

is valid data.

The consultant should realize

his/her own higher purpose in

working with clients.

Enable clients to take the

next step in achieving

their purpose.

Enable clients to manifest their

purpose over time.

Coach

Co-navigator

Practical idealist

Trad.itional Consulting

There is something wrong

with the client.

Organizations exist to

provide economic and

social rewards.

Internal commitment

is developed by reducing

resistance to what people

do not want.

Problem solving requires

valid data about the nature

and cause of the problem.

The management and develop-

ment of individuals is

critical to organization

success.

learning is desirable but

not essential.

Client responsibility for

problems and solutions.

Client's feelings are

valid data.

The consultant's profes-

sional needs are legitimate.

Attend to technical/

business problems as well

as interpersonal problems.

Expert

Pair of hands

Professional pragmatist

Goals

Roles
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rs. An analogy is that of the sculptor, who

first sees the finished beauty in a rough piece

of clay and then helps uncover it.

Some of the important contrasts in

the foundations of purposeful and traditional

consulting are summarized in Exhibit 2.

Tirr Besrc Srrps

As might be expected, traditional and pur-

poseful consulting take different steps to

reach their goals. (See Exhibit 3 for a sum-

mary of both.)

Entry and Contracting

Both consultants begin their work with entry

and contracting. Building a relationship with

the client is the first step in any consulting

project, and most projects proceed with the

client's presentation of a problem. When the

consultant takes the initiative to offer his or

her services, he or she may describe typical

consulting approaches and describe past suc-

cessful assignments before addressing the

client's problem. Both consultants next com-

municate an understanding of the problem by

relating it back concisely to the client, and ac-

knowledge the client's difficulty in depending

on outside help to solve it. At this point, the

two consulting approaches diverge.

Early in the purposeful consulting

process, the consultant relates the identified

problem to the client's larger purpose and cur-

rent capacity to manifest that purpose. Impor-

tant questions in this regard are, "What is

working right now?" nVhat are your strengths?"

'What is your vision of the future?" and

'lVhat will the organization look and feel like

when you have achieved what you want?"

Even brief answers at this early point begin to

establish the creative tension that is the basis

of the approach. They also convey the consul-

Frhibit 3

Tks.Besrc StePs rN Punrossrur

aNp Th.lprrroral Corsur.rrNc

Purposeful

Entry and Contracting

Reframing

Aligning Around Purpose and Vision

Clarifuing Current Reality

Organization Design and tansition Planning

Implementation

Learning and Renewal

Traditional

Entry and Contracting

Data Collection

Diagnosis

Feedback

Action Planning

Implementation

Evaluation and Decision to Continue

tant's affirmation that the client is whole, and

that the client is doing as well as possible with

what he or she knows at the time.

Juanita Brown, a respected consul-

tant who has used both approaches, suggests

explaining the two types of consulting to the

client and letting him or her select one or the

other. She first asks potential clients to imag-

ine workingwith aconsultant who believes in

their wholeness (without denying the existing

problem). She then asks them to imagine

working with a consultant who sees them as

incomplete, with problematic holes that solu-

tions might fill. When most prospective cli-

ents consider the distinction they opt for the

purposeful approach.

If clients decide to work within this

creative structure, the consultant can suggest

more specifically how they might proceed.

Clients are still likely to have some doubts

about their level of commitment to a higher

purpose or fears that they will lose control in

the consulting process. The very nature of the56



purposeful approach can inspire both greater

confidence ("Someone really believes in me!")

and doubt ('Do I really believe in myself?").

The consultant must respect both reactions

and help to air and suspend clients'concerns.

Then the work can proceed.

Reframing

The next step in purposeful consulting is to

reframe the existing situation as an opportu-

nity to create rather than as a problem. This

typically involves bringing together a larger

group of stakeholders in the project. Partici-

pants might include key resource people and

members of a steering committee for manag-

ing the work.

Reframing essentially means seeing

things differently; the topic of reframing itself

is one of the key areas examined. Innovation

Associatet the first well-known management

consulting firm to use the purposeful ap-

proach, uses the Greek wordmetanoiato em-

phasize the importance of reframing. Meta-

nola means "a fundamental shift of mind."

The shift that takes place in a metanoic orga-

nization is one in which people adopt the be-

lief that "they can create the future and shape

their own destiny" (Charles Kiefer and Peter

Senge, in Metanoic Organizations: Experi-

ments in Organizational Innouation, Innova-

tion Associates, Inc., 1982). The strategy of a

metanoic organization is thus to articulate

the vision of a desired future and to use inter-

nal resources and tendencies in the environ-

ment to realize this vision. By contrast, most

organizations continue to believe that they

are victims of forces largely beyond their con-

trol. The best they feel they can do is to pre-

dict an increasingly uncertain future and try

to position themselves accordingly. In prac-

tice, many simply cope with existing prob-

lems to prevent current circumstances from

becoming worse.

One of the major premises of pur-

poseful consulting is that what one holds in

one's consciousness tends to manifest itself.

Personal beliefs and perceptions influence the

reality one experiences; in other words, "Life

is what you make it." It is not important to

believe the statement is true in order for it to

be effective. Like a working model in science,

if one acts as if itwere true, and subsequently

becomes more effective and satisfied, it is a

useful assumption to retain.

In fact, onds beliefs create reality-

and reality, in turn, reinforces one's beliefs. If

one believes someone is capable, one will

tend to treat that person in such a way that

he or she acts capably, thereby reinforcing the

belief. If a company does not believe it can be

competitive in a certain area, it will devote

few resources to the area, thereby ensuring

that it will not be competitive. Again, the

original belief is proven.

The notion that belief determines

reality is emphasized because one has control

over what one believes or assumes to be true.

Hence the importance of reframing. Asking

"Do people's beliefs support what they want

to create?" is a powerful question. If the an-

swer is "No," one can adopt beliefs that are

more supportive. By contrast, the more typi-

cal question, "Are people's beliefs true or

not?" is not very powerful. One can always

prove one's beliefs to be true based on past ex-

perience. As an example, many surveys have

very little impact on organizational change

because the questions asked and information

produced tend to be limited by what people

assume to be true in the first place.

The power of suspending and test-

ing beliefs is a crucial part of organization

learning in the purposeful consultation pro-

cess. For example, Bill Veltrop and Karen

Harrington ask clients to clarify and test their

own working theories of how organizations

work as a first step in a comprehensive ap- 57



proach to organization redesign and revitali-

zation. They describe "learning how to learn"

as the ongoing process of developing hypoth-

eses before taking action, crrmparing pre-

dicted and actual results, and revising hy-

potheses to account for the differences in

outcomes. This process s€ryes as the basis for

developing the knowledge and skills of orga-

nization leaders and resource people.

Robert Fritz's model of the creative

process distills learning down to two even

more basic steps: Create and adjust. To create

means to formulate a desired result and take

action to achieve it. To adjust means to com-

pare the initial result to the desired result and

refocus on the desired result. In both of these

models, the driving force is provided by such

simple key questions as'lVhat do we really

want?" and "lA/here are we now?" In fact, part

of reframing is placing high value on asking

questions. Unlike traditional consulting,

which emphasizes answers or solutions, pur-

poseful consulting recognizes that most solu-

tions are temporal. It assumes that clients re-

ceive lasting benefit when they acquire the

habit of asking key questions that produce

relevant answers with regard to changing

conditions.

Another objective of reframing is to

teach clients to ihink systemically. Peter

Senge notes that we tend to think in terms of
parts rather than wholes. Our entire educa-

tional system teaches us to analyze individual

problems, with the assumption that master-

ing individual elements of a system will lead

to mastery of the whole. Accordingly, at most

organizations MIS experts design informa-

tion systems, financial experts design ac-

counting systems, and human resources ex-
perts design human resources systems. These

systems are then brought together and at-

tempts are made to coordinate them, but this

approach rarely works well.

Drawing on Jay Forrester's pioneer-

ing work in System Dynamics at MII Senge

points out that the source of an organization's

success is the interrelationship between the

parts, not the parts themselves. For example,

the best compensation system is only as fair

as the distribution of resources that enables

people to apply their talents, as motivating as

the intrinsic rewards (such as job interest)

that stimulate people to contribute discre-

tionary effort, and as effective as the goals to

which they are tied. Moreover, the interrela-

tionships in a complex system are not the

same as those of the simple cause-effect rela-

tionships described by traditional analysis.

For example, a company might experience de-

clining sales because limited production ca-

"Many pelple find it reassuring to think thnt
someone else has 'the nnsrl)er belieae

they themselues hnae it and take control,

CEOs freqwently benefit from the renlization

'; athers

58 that there is not one frnsTl)er, . .



pacity produces delays that drive away cus-

tomers.. In this case, increasing production

capacity rather than directly boosting sales

effectiveness would be the better alternative.

Such solutions are typical in complex sys-

tems: They tend to be far removed from the

immediate problem symptoms (symptoms in

sales, cause in manufacturing), and they op-

erate in opposition to the syrnptom (if sales

decline, then production capacity needs to

increase).

While many m.rnagers instinctively

know that such interdependencies are critical

to their company's success, few have the or-

ganizational support or the rational tools to

back up theii instincts. One aim of purpose-

ful consulting is to legitimize and provide

analytic tools for a total systems approach.

System Dynamics education in organizations

provides such a r€sourc€:

Veltrop and Harrington use another

systems approach. They ask clients to restate

their initial concerns in the form of a four-box

systems model that includes environmental

factors, design elements, organization quali-

ties, and desired outcomes. The four-box

model provides a conceptual framework that

helps managers see that problems they per-

ceive as'separate are in fact connected within

an overall systems context. The frambwork

supports diagnostic, design, and planning

work that is integrated and comprehensive

from the outset.

The final objective of reframing is

to help clients reconsider the role of leaders in

the organization. taditionally, a leader is a
person in charge of coming up with the right

answer and executing it. Many people find it

reassuring to think that someone else has "the

answer"; others believe they themselves have

it, and take control. Such assumptions, how-

ever, are inappropriate in modern organiza-

tions, which face growing uncertainties and

complexities. CEOs frequently benefit from

the realization that there is not one an-

swer that it is their unique responsibility to

discover.

A more appropriate perspective is
to view leadership as a set of functions dis-

tributed throughout the organization. These

functions should be performed by the formal

organization leaders and reinforced at all lev-

els. These responsibilities include (t) clarifu-

ing and communicating a vision to which one

is wholeheartedly committed, (2) aligning
people throughout the organization around a

common direction, (3) empowering oneself

and others, and (4) thinking systemically to

achieve sound organization design.

Aligning Around Purpose and Vbion

After identifying the initial problem and

reframing the existing situation to support

creative action, the next step for the purpose-

ful consultant is to help the organization

focus more consciously on what it wants to

achieve.

First, we must distinguish between

the organization's mission and its vision.

Both illuminate the organization's underlying

purpose and should be identified. The mis-

sion statement expresses an ongoing direction

or reason for being and is the basis for key de-

cision making. It is typically one brief written

statement that describes the organization's

business focus and social values. The visior,

is a picture of what the organization will look

like when the organization has achieved its

mission. In the early stages of consulting, the

visioir is likely to be less clear than the mis-

sion statement. It may be verbal and/or sym-

bolic, one- or multi-dimensional, concrete or

abstract. The principal value of a vision at

this point is to free people up to share what

they really want, to acknowledge the motiva-

tion of higher human values,'and to make the

future palpable and real. s9



It is also important for consultants

to help clients reflect individually on their

personal visions. The clearer people are about

what they want in all areas of their lives, the

more fully they can commit themselves to the

organization as one place to achieve their vi-

sions. In the words of Max DePree, president

of Herman Miller, as this commitment is made

the relationship between the individual and

the organization shifts from being merely

'tontractual," a legalistic and formal ex-

change of work for money, to 'tovenantal."

The covenant is based on "shared commit-

ments to ideals, values, and goals." It is the

basis for alignment, for people to see that

what the organization stands for collectively,

they stand for individually. Alignment is

achievable because most people share the

same deeply held values, but for it to be

reached, people must be willing to express

and commit themselves to these values. Only

then can alignment be created and produce

high levels of cooperation and teamwork.

The formal leadert vision is an im-

portant catalyst in the alignment process.

This vision usually establishes the boundaries

within which the visions of other employ-

ees develop. These multiple visions clarify,

strengthen, and can fruitfully extend the

original vision. Each individual, and the

organization as a whole, benefit when em-

ploSrees strive to realize their visions through

the organization. On the rare occasion that

one employee's vision is in irreconcilable con-

flict with those of the others, it may be in the

best interests of the employee and the organi-

zation for him or her to leave. This option,

too, is treated within the context of encourag-

ing people to create what they want.

Alignment around a common pur-

pose can be achieved in several ways. Initial

statements of purpose and vision can be

generated from top management, employees

at Iower levels in the organization, or

representatives of employees at all organiza-

tion levels. These statements are then

reviewed and possibly modified by employ-

ees not involved in the initial direction-setting

process. In one common procedure, the top

management team is first aligned around a

common purpose and generates a statement

of the purpose. Responses to the statement

are then given by representatives of all em-

ployees. Top management reviews the re-

sponses and accepts, modifies, or rejects the

suggestions. The revised statement, with ac-

companying rationale, is then presented to all

employees, and their feedback is incorporated

"The formnl leaderb aision . . , estnblishes

the bowndaries rnithin rnhich

other employees deaelop, . .

frnd the orgnnization frs n rnhole, when

employees striae to refrlize their aisions

the aisions of

, Ench indiaidunl,

benefit

60 through the organizntion,"



hto final changes. Finally, in a sign-up pro-

cesq all employees are asked to understand

and commit themselves to the organizations

vision and mission.

In order to be effective, any means

of achieving alignment must help all em-

ployees clarify what the organization's pur-

pose means to them personally and must

support their free choice in committing them-

selves to it. The purpose should be reviewed

every one to two years to renew its strength

and meaning.

Clarifying Current Reality

In order to reestablish creative tension, the

next step in purposeful consulting is to lead

the organization to a deeper understanding of

its current situation. This step builds on

reframing, as the initial problem is considered

in a new light.

The corresponding step in tradition-

al consulting is diagnosis. Peter Block empha-

sizes helping clients expand their definition of

the problem beyond its typical technical or

business dimension. They are also encour-

aged to consider the organizational relation-

ships that have kept the problem in place, and

their own personal responsibility in creating

the problem. For example, an engineering

manager presents the initial business problem

of difficulty in developing a new product on

time and within his budget. An underlying

organizational problem might be the ten-

dency for engineers to get pulled away from

product development to solve service prob-

lems on existing products. This might be com-

pounded by the engineering manager's dis-

comfort in confronting the new product and

customer service managers on their inability

to work together.

Purposeful consulting also helps cli-

ents understand problems at a deeper than or-

dinary level. At the same time, it overcomes

the limits of traditional diagnosis. It aims to

help clients achieve lasting high performance

and satisfaction, not just cope with an endless

series of immediate problems. It distracts peo-

ple from belaboring the obvious as they try

to reinforce old beliefs. It moves them more

quickly from arguing about what is wrong to

taking action on what they want.

Clarifying current reality is thus a

more comprehensive process than traditional

diagnosis. It establishes how'close clients are

now to achieving their visions. This includes

recognizing strengths (similarities between

the present and desired states) as well as prob-

lems (differences between the two states). Be-

liefs about what is happening also are exam-

ined as part of current reality and as they

relate to the future. For example, does the be-

lief that something is wrong help the organi-

zation create what it wants? Can the perspec-

tive that a crisis is really an opportunity be

adopted to better advantage?

The past can also be a useful source

of information about the present. For exam-

ple, existing strengths are frequently basec

on past successes, which can be reinforced if

they contribute to the desired future. Other

past successes (such as a large bank-teller net-

work) might need to be honored and aban-

doned to accommodate a more automated

world. Even when such a system is elimi-

nated. the tradition of customer seivice it

represents can be respected and upheld. In

this vein, System Dynamics traces the histori-

cal trend lines of key variables in the organi-

zation to help clarify critical feedback rela-

tionships that might reinforce or limit growth

in non-obvious ways.

Surveys can help respondents assess

how close they are to achieving what they

want. For example, Hans Mathiesen, Ir. has

devised an instrument that asks employees to

scale items with respect to their current levels,

their desired levels, and how important the

items are to them. The approach helps distin-

guish between items that exhibit a large gap 67



but little felt need to change (perhaps the for-

mal compensation structure) and those with

smaller gaps but higher perceived importance

(e.g., the distribution of perks).

Organization D esigtr and Transition Planning

The next step in purposeful consulting in-

volves organization design and transition

planning. In this step, the desired future and

the current reality are defined in more precise

termg and plans are developed to close the

gap between them.

Richard Beckhald and Reubm Harris

developed transition planning to help organi-

zations implement major systems changes

while managing existing operations. The pro-

cess begins when the client writes a clear, con-

cise scenario for an ideal end state that is

measurable. The scenario for a new manufac-

turing facility might include such items as 'tix

production lines are operating, with five peo-

ple per line" and "supplies are ordered by

computer from the warehouse." Next, a sce-

nario is written for the midpoint in the im-

plementation. This is described in equally

specific terms, including a target date. These

two scenarios serve as focal points for action

planning.

Veltrop and Harrington guide cli-

ents through a more detailed and comprehen-

sive design of their ideal organization. A ma-
jor benefit of their approach is that it teaches

organizations to design themselves continu-

ally rather than rely on the one "ideal" struc-

ture that may become outmoded as times

change. Clients begin by designing the core

operating subsystem, and adding support,

managing, and strategic subsystems to re-

inforce it. The basic structure is then aug-

mented with systems designed for managing

information and decision making, human re-

sources, rewards, and renewal. All systems

are designed to fit with each other in support

of the comprehensive vision.

Don Swartz asks clients to write

clear descriptions of their expectations for

each unit or position at the end of the change

period and, if the roles will be different, at in-

terim periods as well. Specific job descrip-

tions for these periods are also written to

help employees plan to meet their own career

goals.

A more detailed assessment of cur-

rent reality also considers several dimensions.

Beckhard and Harris help clients examine the

political reality of the organization by deter-

mining how ready to change and how accessi-

ble key stakeholders are. William Bridges

suggests preparing an environmental-impact

report to identify and address the psychologi-

cal losses likely to be incurred by employees

when major changes occur.

With the appropriate people assem-

bled in one room, a systemic, rather than a

personal, assessment of reality can then be

conducted. Such understanding is critical be-

cause it directs people to influence a limited

number of organizational leverage points

from which small changes generate a ripple

effect that produces systemwide improve-

ment. These points typically have a greater62



influence on organizationwide effectiveness

than does the performance of any one in-

dividual. They might include holding a goal

constant rather than letting it erode, or ensur-

ing that alignment is maintained as new

employees are added to a rapidly growing

company.

A final dimension of current reality

that is assessed is the organization's estimate

of what will happen in the exbernal environ-

ment in the future. Such a forecast is a state-

ment of a predicted rather than a desired fu-

ture. Unlike traditional consulting, in which

the client plans for the forecast future, pur-

poseful consulting guides the client toward

the desired future. The predicted future, like

the current reality, is treated as information

the organization can use to achieve its pur-

pose, rather than as a statement of what it ul-

timately aims for.

Several types of planning are needed

to bridge the gap between the current and

desired states. Strategic plans determine the

critical results that the organization must ac-

complish to ensure its success or survival.

Ideally, these results can be generated from

leverage points identified in the system. Thcti-

cal plans detail the steps necessary to execute

the strategic plans.

Beckhard and Harris emphasize the

importance of planning how to gain the com-

mitment of key stakeholders in the change

process, and of planning how to structure the

temporary organization responsible for man-

aging the transition. Bridges and Swartz

recommend that distinct plans be developed

for communicating the transition to the entire

organization to maximize people's support

and minimize their anxietv.

lmplementation

Purposeful consultants provide managers

with valuable coaching on implementation.

Tom Peters says that excellent organizations

succeed by doing "L,000 things lVo'better,"

and it is the consultant's challenge to recom-

mend the few areas in which coaching mat-

ters most.

Maintaining creative tension re-

quires two critical activities: continuing to fo-

cus attention on the organization's vision,

and honestly assessing current reality.

One important method of focusing

on results is time management. Successful ex-

ecutives limit the number of key results they

strive to achieve and spend most of their time

focused on achieving them. They delegate

specific tasks in accordance with the particu-

lar interests and strengths of their direct

reports (again to facilitate focus), and also en-

sure that everything comes together to

achieve the desired results.

There are many additional ways to

focus attention on the organizations desired

results and vision. These include creating and

rewarding small successes and building on

these; presenting information regarding the

most important results first; labeling or-

ganizational elements to reflect the vision

(e.g., Disneyland's vehicles are driven by

"transportation hosts"); communicating the
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organizations mission or vision in promo-

tional materials for customers, suppliers, and

prospective employees; and giving all em-

ployees wallet cards and posters stating the

mission and vision.

It is important to acknowledge the

achievement of results with rewards that

are congruent with the vision. For example,

money reinforces a vision of financial suc-

cess, sabbaticals or vital new assignments

support innovation, and celebrations strength-

en a vision of community or family.

It is equally important to acknowl-

edge current reality and how it converges

with and diverges from the vision. Monitor-

ing the organization and its environment for-

mally through surveys and progress reports,

and informally by observing and speaking

with people, and heeding one's intuition, are

vital. Bridges emphasizes the importance of

being aware of and confronting the organiza-

tion's difficulties. Clients must accept that

certain arrangements are not working and

abandon them, stop making excuses for past

or current failures, take responsibility for

creating what they want, help compensate

people for the losses incurred by change, and

create a safe transition between the old and

the new organizations.

Several additional factors facilitate

successful implementation. One is holding

firm to the vision in the face of temptation

to compromise. This might mean refusing to

ship low-quality product at the end of a quar-

ter, maintaining a "no-layoff" policy during a

recession, not exaggerating what one prom-

ises to deliver a customer in the face of low-

balling competition, or closing down part of

a plant to meet environmental standards.

A second factor is helping people

see where they fit in and how they can con-

tribute to the organization as change takes

place. One of our deepest needs is to be an in-

tegral part of something larger than our-

selves. As change alters the aspect of the

larger organization, the individual's role in it

is redefined and may become unclear to him

or her. Hence clarifying both individuals'per-

sonal roles and the organization's purpose is

essential to the success of the creative process.

Ultimately, successful implementa-

tion demands adherence to one principle.

The chairman of a Fortune 500 company said

it: 'You do whatever it takes-knowing full

well that you wont know what it takes until

you've done it."

Reneutal

Renewal, the final step in purposeful consult-

ing, is the ongoing discovery and striving to-

ward achievement of the organization's pur-

pose. It is accomplished by continually both

deepening the organization's appreciation of

its vision and improving its understanding of

current reality.

More and more organizations are

using vision retreats to renew their under-

standing of their higher purpose. They realize

that visions evolve. Creating what they want

encourages people to create even more of it,

and the vision expands. Alternatively, as

clients succeed they discover that their goals

are different; the vision changes.

From many points along the way to-

ward achieving a vision, it looks like one can-

not succeed. The temptation to ship product

below quality standards, to lay people off, or

otherwise to apply a quick fix, appears ir-

resistible. Robert Fritz developed the'pivot

technique" to guide organizations through

such situations. The first step is to take note

of current reality. This entails acknowledging

what is working and what is not. "Iy'y'e are

respected in the market for our honesty, and

the competition is taking business away by

lowballing us." The second step is to clarify

anew what the client really wants, being sure64
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not to confuse what is wanted from what he

or she thinks is possible. For example, 'We

want to run an honest company." The third

step is to renew commitment to the vision.

For one client this commitment meant run-

ning an honest company and being willing to

go out of business if that were the conse-

quence. The fourth step is to move on, which

may initially involve continuing as before,

changing direction, or stepping back to re-

flect before doing anything at all. Sometimes

during this pivot process clients decide they

want something different; the vision changes.

More often, they discover they still really

want the same thing, even though they do not

yet know how to achieve it-

The fundamental question in all

these cases is "lA/hat do we really want?" By

contrast, most managers first ask, "lMhat can

we do?" or fiow can we avoid what we do

not want?" When deciding to develop a new

product line or customer base, for example,

the questions asked can make a big difference

to a companyt long-term viability. Choosing

to expand from selling instruments to selling

computers, or to service the consumer as well

as military markets, can lead either to out-

standing growth, or to internal conflict,

wasted resources, and organizational decline.

If the motivation is to achieve a higher pur-

pose, such as to serve more people better, the

organization is likely to succeed in establish-

ing a new direction. If the motivation is sim-

ply to make more money or to avoid being

hurt by changing demands or competition,

the venture is likely to fail.

Two additional sources of renewal

are the organizationt hiring and orientation

process and its systems for learning. New em-

ployees are a principal resource for organiza-

tion growth. Being honest and direct with

them about the organizations mission and vi-

sion, and enabling them to develop a deeper

appreciation for their own purpose, can

strengthen their alignment with the company

early on. Recruitment ads, hiring interviews, 65



and orientation programs are all valuable

opportunities to convey the organizations

vision.

Organizational learning also pro-

vides important new input. The internal and

external environments continually offer new

information on current reality and how the

organization can best achieve its purpose.

Surveys, training, sabbaticals, and action

learning projects that involve multiple de-

partments or organizations are among such

information sources.

The progressive building and release

of creative tension in the consulting process is

depicted in Exhibit 4.

Thr Anr or Punrosrrur Cor.lsurunc

Mastering a skill means more than taking

a series of prescribed steps. The purposeful

consultant must learn to read between the

lines and improvise to accommodate each

unique set of circumstances. The previous

section of this article shows the notes. This

closing section points the consultant toward

creating the music.

Clients and client organizations come

in all types. Some are aware and accepting

of their current strengths and problems, anci.

they are eager to create a new future. Others

prefer to gloss over existing problems and

deny that the future might be different from

the idealized present. Still others are pain-

fully and helplessly embedded in problems

and find it difficult to envision a desirable fu-

ture. The purposeful consultant must be sure

first to convey respect for the client's current

experience and then to help him or her clarify

the remaining anchor points. Whatever the

client's state at the start of consultation, his or

her vision of a desired future, appreciation of

existing strengths, and assessment of prob-

lems are all required for establishing the crea-

tive tension that will enable the client to take

creative action.

The consultant must also help cli-

ents see that the way they interpret current

performance has a greater influence on future

success than does the level of performance it-

self- Current success can clarify the client's

purpose and lead to further success, or it can

produce arrogance, which leads to failure.

For example, a young company might respond

to initial success with a plan for controlled

growth that ensures quality in its area of ex-

pertise, or it might overextend itself in the

mistaken belief that it can now accomplish

anything. Similarly, current failure can gen-

erate either determination that leads to suc-

cess, or fear and resignation, which reinforce

failure. The consultant can guide clients to re-

spond to reality in ways that benefit them.

The consultant must also support

both individuals and the organization to

achieve their respective purposes. These pur-

poses usually overlap but are rarely identical.

For example, an individual's purpose might

be to contribute to his or her family and soci-

ety, while the organization's might be to serve

a particular customer base profitably. Indi-

viduals are supported by seeing the organiza-

tion as one vehicle toward achieving their

personal purpose. This perception enables

them to choose to be a part of the organiza-

tion, rather than feel manipulated into serving

it. Such a stance strengthens both the in-

dividual employees and the organization as a

whole. People given this choice typically elect

to remain with the organization and become

more productive than before. Similarly,

when the organization clarifies its own pur-

pose, it can help employees choose whether

or not to stay.

Because he or she holds the greatest

formal power, the organizations leader fre-

quently requires the greatest support from

the consultant in letting alignment occur. As

Roger Harrison points out, the CEO feels he

or she has the most to lose in allowing others

in the organization to influence the organiza-

tions purpose. His or her willingness and abil-66



ity to see alignment as a source of even great-

er power is essential to releasing the energies

of more people.

Perhaps the ultimate art of purpose-

ful consulting is to help ourselves and clients

make peace with the seemingly perilous un-

certainty and apparently unmanageable in-

terdependency that confront us all. Accord-

ing to one metaphysical principle, everything

(past, present, future; good, evil; here, there;

we, they) exists simultaneously. Our dream is

to acrcess that totality and our challenge is to

acknowledge and transcend the perception

that only part of it is true. Interdependence is

the totality; uncertainty is the perception. So-

Iutions and answers are always partially true,

while problems and questions help us access

greater truth. Dealing successfully with

change expands our awareness of that which

is changeless. Creating what we want is not

separable from discovering what is. It is in liv-

ing with and synthesizing these differences

that our effectiveness and fulfillment are fi-

nally found.

Srrrcrsp Brnrrocn.lpnv

Peter Blocks Flauless Consulting (l.earning Con-

cepts, 1981) provides an excellent description of

what the article terms traditional consulting.

Much of the material on contracting and managing

resistance to change is appropriate for all types of

consulting.

New Rules by Daniel Yankelovich (Ran-

dom House, 1981) and Megatrends by lohn Nais-

bitt (Warner Books, 1982) document some of the

societal shifts that are requiring managers to think

differently today than in the past. Corresponding

changes in organizational thinking are summa-

rized in two books edited by John Adams and pub-

lished by Miles River Press: Transforming Work

(1934) and Transforming lzadership (1986),

Charles Kiefer and Peter Senge's Metanoic Organi-

zations : bperimmts in Organizational Innott ation

(Innovation Associates, Inc., 1982), and Juanita

Brown's'A Shifting Paradigm for Organizations

and Consulta tiori' {V ision/Action, lune 1987).

New ways of thinking create changes in

all aspects of organizations. Robert Frit/s The

Path of Least Resistance (DMA, Inc., 1984) ad-

dresses the impact of changing thought on per-

sonal effectiveness. Charles Kiefe/s'I*adership

in Metanoic Organizations" and Peter Senget

"System Principles for lcadership," both in John

Adams's Transforming Izaderchip (see above), dis-

cuss the impact of changes in thinking on leader-

ship and organizational analysiq respectively.

"Changing the Way We Think About Change" by

David Delon g (Boston Globe, February 10, 1981)

offers insights into how new managerial thinking

creates new ways of managing change.

. Many traditional approaches to develop-

ing and changing organizations can be reframed

and applied in a purposeful consulting context.

These include the change model created by

Richard Beckhard and Reuben Harris and pre-

sented in their Organizational Transitions : Manag-

ing Large Systems Change (Addison-Wesley, 7977,

revised in 1987) and strategies and tactics adopted

by today's excellent organizations, as described in

A Passion for Excellmce by Tom Peters and Nancy

Austin (Random House, 1985).

Several purposeful consultants have also

written about techniques specific to the new ap-

proach. Touards the Self-Managing Organization :

Releasing and Focusing Personal Energy TDith Or-

ganizational Mission Statethents by Roger Harri-

son (Harrison Associates, Inc., 1986) provides

guidance on writing mission statements. Articles

on organization design by Bill Veltrop and Karen

Harrington and by Don Swartz appear in Vision/

Action, December 1986. In "How to Manage Or-

ganizational tansitions" (Training, September

L935), Bill Bridges offers recommendations on

coping with the personal consequences of change.
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